
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of assistant operations. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for assistant operations

Ensure raw material is issued to the production area based on material needs
for jobs scheduled
Ensure machines are adequately maintained by inspecting fluid levels and
correcting levels if necessary, and assisting with the recycling of chips
produced on the machines
Schedule and coordinate facility needs including but not limited to scrap
material recycling, waste oil/chemical pickup, and other regularly scheduled
facility operations
Conduct hourly rounds of the Campus Center to ensure proper use and
functionality, and reporting any facility or issues as necessary
Process and review reservations for Campus Center spaces using our EMS
reservation database system
Maintain office/room keys and escort Campus Center patrons to various
spaces within the facility for room use
Assist with room set-ups and Campus Center media systems as needed
Greet visitors, guests, and patrons as they enter the Max Mutchnick Campus
Center, and respond to inquiries as necessary
Answer the phone and take messages in a consistent and professional
manner
Work in conjunction with ECPD to provide security for the Max Mutchnick
Campus Center

Qualifications for assistant operations

Example of Assistant Operations Job Description
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Minimum 2 years’ experience in an Administrative Assistant or related
position
High level of professionalism and discretion in dealing with business matters
of a confidential nature
Must be organized, a resourceful problem-solver and a reliable team player
This is a highly interactive position, therefore individual must have a positive,
calm and professional attitude while dealing with staff and clients in person,
over the phone, and by email and must portray a positive professional image
for the company
Budgeting and ForecastingStrategic Planning
1+ years of experience in in administrative field is preferred


